
 
Determination of Rates of Tuition and Fees 

Approved Visa Classifications 
 
 
 
The following is a list of approved non-immigrant alien visa classifications which allows the 
holder to be classified for tuition and fee purposes as an in-state resident.  Individuals in the visa 
categories below may be assigned in-state tuition status if they are able to satisfy all other 
residency criteria: 
 
 
Visa Classification Description 
 
 A-1  Highest diplomatic officers and their families 
 A-2  Staff under diplomatic officers and their families 

E-2 Investor assisting in operating an enterprise who also invests a large  
amount of capital (and their families) 

 G-1  Principal representatives to international organizations (and their families) 
 G-2  Other representatives of foreign governments or international  
   organizations (and their families) 
 G-3  Representatives of foreign governments (and their families) 
 G-4  Officers and employees of international organizations (and their families) 
 H-1B  Temporary Professional Workers 
 H-2A  Temporary Agricultural Workers 
 H-2B  Temporary workers whose skills are needed in the U.S. 
 H-3  Trainees or participants in a special education exchange program 
 H-4  Dependents of H-1, H-2, H-3 employees 
 K-1  Fiancée or Fiancé of U.S. Citizens* 
 K-2  Child of Fiancée or Fiancé of U.S. Citizens* 
 L-1  Intra-company transfers, i.e., managers or executives who have worked  
   abroad for branch of U.S. firm 
 L-2  Dependents of L-1 visa holder 
 N-8  Parent of alien child accorded special immigrant status 
 N-9  Child of an alien parent accorded special immigrant status 
 
  
Residency exceptions relating to holders of the above visas are limited to in-state tuition 
and fees only and do not extend to eligibility requirements for state sponsored tuition 
assistance/scholarships. 
 
* Holders of K visas are limited to eligibility for 90 days from the date of issuance.  Beyond 
that date, the holder must either satisfy the marriage stipulation of the K visa or must 
apply for and receive permanent residency status in order to be eligible for in-state tuition 
and fees. 
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